STANDARD COLOURS

Made in England on our purpose-built high speed production line using the most advanced technology in
the industry, Alupanel® is the only aluminium composite panel made in the UK. Covering an area of more than
10,000 square metres, our multi-million pound facility has annual capacity to produce in excess of ten million
square metres of Aluminium Composite Panels using the very best raw materials from European suppliers. UK
production not only enhances the already high standards of Alupanel® but it also reduces delivery times and
enables us to respond more quickly to customer demands.

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
PVdF Paint Finish

FR Core
Protective Film

AlupanelXTFRHP has a reaction to fire classification of B-s1,d0 which,
importantly, has been achieved without the use of toxic halogenated fire
retardants. Combine this with a huge choice of multi-layered coatings
on high quality aluminium skins and the new Alupanel XTFRHP
is suitable for an immense variety of applications, especially in
environments where improved fire classification is required.

• Interior cladding

+

Adhesive Layer

7016 Anthracite Grey

• External façades

+

Aluminium Skin

9010 Pure White

• Rainscreen wall cladding

+

Our new Alupanel XTFRHP is manufactured with a specially formulated halogen-free core material that
not only provides enhanced fire resistance but also allows excellent fabrication characteristics. It
machines faster than comparable products and inflicts less wear on the cutting tools, saving
the fabricator both time and money. Whilst retaining impressive strength and rigidity, it
is also considerably lighter than other fire-resistant panels, making it much easier to
transport, handle and install.

• Roofing

+
B

+

• Tunnel lining

9005 Black

9006 Silver

9007 Dark Grey Metallic

• Canopies

Offering an unrivalled combination of quality and value, Alupanel XTFRHP panels are available in a range of
colours and finishes. In addition to our standard range, we have the ability to match almost any colour reference,
helping us to provide unlimited design options to create unique, innovative and eye-catching façades.
®

Quality guaranteed - We are confident that our high manufacturing standards result in panels that are second
to none. Alupanel XTFRHP® panels are guaranteed according to the selected finish – please contact us for
further details.

Now focused on servicing your specific project requirements, our revised
production conditions for Architectural products mean that our range of
standard finishes will now be made to order to ensure we can supply the
required quantity and finish in the appropriate formats.

Property

Alupanel XTFRHP			

Panel thickness (mm)

4				

Width		

Length

Aluminium thickness

0.5				

1250		

3200/4000

3000 - 5000 series coils available		

1500		

3200/4000

Coil coated fluoropolymer			

2000		

3200/4000

Alloy
Face finish

To meet the demands of corporate ID projects and other bespoke finishes
we also have an unlimited range of specialised finishes as well as a colour
match service.

Core Composition

FR (B1)		

Weight (kg/m2)

5.6

Reaction to fire (EN13501-1)

MOQ

Multipanel and the environment - Multipanel operates in compliance with all applicable environmental
legislation and holds all relevant certification for our products. We are dedicated to the reduction of toxic
emissions and strive to work to best environmental practices in everything we do. Alupanel XTFRHP® can
be fully recycled.

Sheet sizes (mm)

Class B

Lead times

Standard colours

3 pallets

Standard colours

6 weeks*

Specials		

300 sheets

Specials		

8-12 weeks*

* from confirmation of order

www.multipaneluk.co.uk

